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Shipowners urged to scrutinise shipyards selected
for recycling
Number of ships sent for recycling has increased amid slowdown in the market

by  Megawati.Wijaya@lloydslistintelligence.com

Owners must exercise vigilance to ensure that the recycling yards they select have met the Hong Kong
Convention Standards, says company

SHIP owners are being told to exercise vigilance to ensure that the shipyards they select for recycling have
met the Hong Kong Convention Standards.

“Seventy percent of the total green yards in India were empty in 2022, due to lack of supply ships for scrap in
the year,” said Anand Hiremath, chief sustainability of�cer at GMS, the world’s largest buyer of ships and
offshore vessels for recycling.

The low recycling �gure was partly due to the high freight rates enjoyed especially in the container and dry
bulk segments, he said. 
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INDIA IS CURRENTLY THE LARGEST GREEN RECYCLING DESTINATION IN THE WORLD WITH OVER 97

RECYCLING YARDS HOLDING STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE HONG KONG CONVENTION
STANDARD.
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Read the full article here ❯

Bulkers head for recycling as boxship
scrapping deals increase
By Rob Willmington

07 Feb 2023

Cash buyer GMS reports an increasing number of
negotiations taking place for the recycling of bulk
carriers and boxships

Read the full article here ❯

South Asian recycling yards urged to adopt
Hong Kong Convention standards
By Megawati Wijaya

22 Nov 2022

Bangladesh has committed to ratify the
convention by the end of next year

Up to mid-November,122 vessels have been sold for recycling to India, 133 vessels to Bangladesh and only 49
ships have been recycled in Pakistan. That compares with 210 vessels in India, 254 vessels in Bangladesh and
137 ships recycled in Pakistan at the same stage last year.

The trend for ships sent for scraps has improved alongside the slowdown in the market, especially in the
container sector, Mr Hiremath said.

India is currently the largest green recycling
destination in the world with over 97 recycling
yards holding statement of compliance with the
Hong Kong Convention Standard, which aims at
ensuring that ships, when being recycled after
reaching the end of their operational lives, do not
pose any unnecessary risk to human health and
safety or to the environment.

“The yards in India, together with three in
Bangladesh, have extensively developed their
recycling yards infrastructure, trained their work
force on safe and environmentally recycling,
established adequate hazardous waste management
procedures as well as effectively implemented health safety and environmental management systems,” Mr
Hiremath said.

He cited the instance of 40 compliant yards which have invested in heavy lift cranes above 150 tonne lifting
capacity to directly lift cut blocks from ship to yard, and around 13 recycling yards have developed their own
dormitory for the workers meeting the International Labor Organization standards.

In choosing the shipyards for recycling, shipowners either go by certain class approval yards, or by
conducting inspection of HKC compliant recycling yards prior selling vessels. The inspection can be done
independently or via third party compliance monitoring agencies. 

“The ship owners need to carefully choose the
compliance monitoring agencies for auditing yards
for selecting suitable yards for recycling and for
monitoring during the actual recycling process,” Mr
Hiremath said. “The ship owners should select the
compliance monitoring agencies looking at the
competency of ground team not just picking them
by the names of companies which are already
established in western countries.”

The factors determining competency include the
experience of the team, their audit checklist, and
their ground knowledge on recycling, he added.

All ship owners are expected to comply with ESG factors set by banks and investors. This underlines the
importance of exercising caution when selecting yards for recycling ships, he said.
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